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RULING OUT THE WAVES
Wave power
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Waves are produced by the wind blowing over the
sea. A wide variety of mechanical systems have been
proposed for absorbing the energy from wave motion
and converting it to electricity, including the 'nodding'
duck a wave contour following hinged raft, and
various oscillating column piston-type devices. Chains
of wave energy converters could be stationed in deep
water well off-shore, feeding power to land by means
of marine cables.
Britain initially took a lead in developing thJS
technology - several scaled down prototypes have
·been tested in open water. Some possible sites for full scale wave-power systems are also indicated m the
F'1gure . Smaller shore based or on-shore umts have
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However, the overall progress of the British
progranune has been the subject of considerable
controversy.
The main focus of these criticisms was the
programme review carried out in 1982 by ACORD, the
Government's Advisory Council on Research and
Development, which led to the dramatic cut backs in
the wave power programme
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.. . i t is perhaps a pity from the viewpoint of a technical
innovation that government funding had to be restricted at
the point of demonstration. when funding overall normally
has to increase quite dramatically. (F. Clarke, 1984)

Dr Freddy Clarke - •.Chairman of the Wave
Energy Steering Committee/R~s-;; rch Director! .
i976 to 1981 responsible for ETSU .
at Harwell

fr~m

We, as Members of the House of Commons, must rise above
the merely technical arguments and try to fit the priorities
into the overall policy structure.

the Secretary of State, David Hunt, when he addressee
the House of Commons at the end of the October 1985
debate on Renewables:
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THE RISE AND FALL OF WAVE
POWER

Tahle

Eettmeted mdt coats for waft-power systema

(research team estimates)
Cost/pence

Official interest in wave power began around 1974 in
the wake of the 1973/74 oil crisis. The National
Engineering Laboratory completed a report in 1975
which indicated that Britain's wave resources merited
further examination and the UK programme was
launched formally in April 1976 with a £1 million
allocation, rising slowly each year thereafter.

System

Salter's Duck
Cockerell's Raft
Oscillating Water
Colwrm
Lancaster Airbag
Bristol Cylinder
Belfast Buoy
Lanchester Clam

1978

1979

198(Y81

20-40
20-40

10
12

4.5-5.6
9

20-40

13

5-10

6

6-11
3.5--4.7

not quoted
not quoted
not quoted

14
12

5-10
8
4-4.5

Speaking at Fawley oil-fired power stat_ion in July
1978 Glyn England, then Chairman of the CEGB,
indicated that:

Source: Ross, D. (1981) Wave Energy Newsletter, no. 3, May.

as we see it at present, wave power is the most promising of
the renewable energy sources ... Averaged over the year,
there is about 80 kilowatts of power in each metre of wavefront approaching Britain from the North Atlantic. This
implies a total annual availability of 120000 megawatts
( 120 gigawatts) of power along Britain's Atlantic coast.
However, not all the power could be ·h arnessed. There
would inevitably be substantial losses in conversion, and
transmission losses, too, so that probably only about onethird could actually be got to the electricity consumer.
Nevertheless this is still a substantial amount of power enough in fact, to supply the whole of Britain with electricity
at the present rate of consumption. (England, 1978).

In 1981 there were reports that the Department of
Energy was 'planning to withdraw from funding wavepower projects' (Electrical Review, May 22, 1981)
following a comment by the then Secretary of State
(David Howell) that the renewables R & D programme
was to be 'critically reviewed' the following year.
Responding to these reports the Chief Scientist,
Dr A. Challis wrote, in a letter to the Financial Times
(May 27, 1981), that the wave-power programme
had ...

~veral teams were funded separately, during
the first phase, developing rival systems - the Salter
duck, the Cockerell raft, etc. - joined later by some
new devices like the 'airbag' and 'Clam'. Open water
trials of scale models were carried out for some of
these systems

6

[ .. .]produced a large number of possible solutions and
there are grounds for continuous optimism about the
feasibility of utilising this resource. The next phase, however,
would involve work on a larger scale and this would be very
costly. The Department would therefore wish to concentrate
its efforts on a smaller number of devices.

Hence tpere was a need for an assessment exercise to
By 1979/80 the Department of Energy budget had
risen to £3 million, but by the_n enthusiasm had begun
to ebb somewhat - chiefly because it was felt that the
unit cost might be much higher than originally
expected.
In the preface to the Department's wave-power
report (Energy Paper 42, 1979) the chairman of the
Wave Energy Committee, Dr F. Clarke, suggested
that electricity from first-generation wave power
stations might cost between 20--50 pence/kWh. This
estimate actually came from an earlier 1978 study by
the Department's Consultants, Rendel, Palmer and
Tritton. Since that time the device teams had made
considerable progress - with some unit cost estimates
falling to around !Op/kWh or lower (see Table 'J
which had become the ETSU 'target' figure. ; soon
after, it had dropped to below !Op per unit (the initial
target) and continued to fall, to within reach of the new
target of 5p/kWh. By 1981 some researchers estimated
that 4p/kWh or an even lower figure might be reached
But some damage had evidently been done to the
'image' of wave power - and this was augmented by a
downward assessment of the total scale of the wavepower resource. For example, instead of the original
80 kW/metre estimated to be available (as measured
by the off-shore wave station India 500 km off the
Outer Hebrides) only 50kW/metre seemed likely to
be available at the planned location of wave-power
devices, closer to shore.

[ ... ]decide whether or not to proceed with any of the
devices which form part of the present programme. (Challis,

1981).
In 1980 the Department had in fact cut back on the
number of wave-power projects it was funding - from
nine to four, further funding for two of the early entries,
Salter's nodding duck and Cockerell's raft, having
been halted. Now the remaining systems were to be
re-assessed.
According to David Fishlock writing in the
Financial Times (May 13, 1981)
the four teams still being funded by the Department of
Energy have unW March 1982 to show that wave-power
machines may achieve electricity costs as low as 5p a
kilowatt hour at present prices.

But he added 'The Department expects that none of
the four systems in test will succeed in this'.
Challis was insistent that no decisions had been
taken and that:
I and the experts who advise the Secretary of State for
Energy must keep an open mind until the results of the
present phase of work are available. (Financial Times, 27

May, 1981).

The research teams themselves were unhappy that
they were being forced to produce cost estimates on
such a short schedule and at such an early stage of
development. Stephen Salter, the inventor of the
'nodding duck' felt that it was like trying fo decide our
aviation policy on the data available in 1910' (Financial
Times, May 18, 1981).
As we shall see, the 1982 review of renewables
R & D did in fact turn out to be more or less the final
demise of large-scale wave-power research in Britain.

THE ACORD REVIEW
In 1982, the Department of Energy carried out a
review of progress so far, aimed at identifying which
systems should be funded in future. ACORD was
charged with making the assessment as part of its
regular round of reviews of energy technology R & D with ETSU providing the background data for
submission to ACORD.
It emerged that wave power had been all but
abandoned - along with active solar, biogas and
offshore wind.
There was considerable clamour for clarification and in particular calls for the publication of ETSU's
background documentation. Eventually these were
acceeded to.
The way in which this affair was managed drew
as many criticisms as the actual conclusions. As we
have seen, the demise of wave power - despite the
£15 million that had been spent by that stage - had
been rumoured some time before the ACORD review.
But even after the initial news leaked out, following the
ACORD meeting on 19 March, that it has indeed been
unfavourably assessed, there were reports that a final
decision on wave power would be delayed until
September in order to take account of new data.
As Engineering Today put it on April 5:
An unexpected revolt by some ACORD members against
the civil service advice led to a six-month reprieve for the
prograrrune. But the decision on how to deal with the
recommendation has still to be made by politicians and their
civil service advisers.

while Electrical Review on April 2 reported that:
The Council decided to urge the Department of Energy to
give the four key teams another six months so that they
would be able to examine and answer a consultant's report
which prices all of them out of the 5p/kWh limit set b,y the
Department.
Some of ACORD members were angry to discover that
the teams had not even been shown the report, drawn up by
the Government's consulting engineers, RendeL Palmer and
Tritten
The Secretary of State for Energy, appoints ACORD
members, who include representatives from the
nationalised energy industries, the UK Atomic Energy
Authority and the Science and Engineering Research
Council, together with independent members drawn from
industry and the academic world.

.----AC ORD- ------- ---.
According to Clarke, ACORD 'reviews and gives
advice to the Secretary of State for Energy on the
R & D programmes of the nationalised fuel industry,
and on the development of a balanced programme in
the department's non-nuclear, non-marine R & D
programme' (in 'UK Science Policy', Longman, 1984)
and has the role of 'helping in the development of a
balanced programme across the whole field' (Cmnd
6575, 'Energy Conservation', July 1976). The 1984
Select Committee on Energy (echoing the 1976/77
Select Committee on Science and Technology) made
suggestions for the restructuring of ACORD and the
associated review and assessment procedures and
organisation - following criticisms that, for example,
ACORD's membership was weighted too much in
favour of the 'conventional' energy industry. Some
restructuring was subsequently set in hand.

The confusion was at least partly resolved when the
Department issued a 'Swnmary of Advice' on 27 April
1982 ( see pS) even if there was some speculation that
the summary did not reflect all that ACORD had
recommended in their full, unpublished rep0rt. There
were several press reports· suggesting that ACC·RD
members had not been consulted on the wording of
the sununary and that some at least were unhappy
about it. For example the idea of a 'reprieve' for wave
power had evidently more or less evaporated (D.
Ross, Wave Energy Newsletter, No. 5, May, 1985).
Some disquiet was also expressed concerning the
fact that the ETSU project managers had not been
invited to attend the ACORD meeting. According to
Flood, staff at ETSU were ...
[ ... ] upset that they were prevented from defending their
programmes and that the advice that went to the Secretary
of State for Energy was far less favourable to renewables
than ETSU's would have been. (Electrical Review, 25 June

1982).
These issues were subsequently raised in a
parliamentary question on 28th June, which 'asked the
Secretary of State for Energy if he was satisfied that
the sununary of advice proposed by the Advisory
Council on Research and Development adequately
reflected the views of those serving on the council;
and whether the views of those involved in r enewable
energy projects were excluded from the council's
consideration'.
The Secretary of State (Mr Mellor) responded:
'Yes. There was no question of excluding the views of
those involved in my Department's renewable energy
projects. The reports of all the renewable energy
steering committees were made available in full to the
council and the chairman of the committees attended
and took part in the discussion'.
So the chairman of the steering committees hc).d
attended - but not the project managers.

-
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.. REACTIONS TO THE ACORD REVIEW
ACORD recomme nded that no further work should be
funded in the wave power, active solar, biogas
systems or off-shore wind fields: existing results should
simply be written up. But no details of future funding
were cited. The impressio n was that it was now up to
the Government, via the Departme nt of Energy, to
consider ACORD's advice. It later transpire d that
more or less the opposite was the case: the
Departm ent of Energy had evidently some time earlier
proposed a reduced global sum for the next round of
funding (£11-12 million for 1982 down from £14 million
in 1981/82) and then, in effect, asked ACORD to
suggest how it should be divided. ACORD's
recomme ndations were then apparent ly accepted by
the Minister more or less unchange d.

Advisory Council On Research and Development
for fuel and power (ACORD)
Summary of advice to the Secretary of State for
Energy on his research and development programme
on renewable energy sources
r

1. In conducti ng its review, the Council kept to the
fore the three principle s underlyin g the Departm ent's
Renewab le Energy R & D policy:
(i) that during the early stages of the programm es when the techno-e conomic uncertain ties surround ing
technolo gies were high - as many resource s
technolo gies would be investiga ted as could sensibly
and appropria tely be accomm odated within the
available funds and manpow er resource s;
(ii) that as the uncertain ties surround ing the
prospect s for economi c developm ent of technolo gies
reduced through A & D, those which showed poor
prospect s of becomin g economi cally competiti ve
against other technolo gies expected to be available,
would be dropped from the programm e;
(iii) that only research and early developm ent work not normally beyond the first prototype stage - would
be consider ed as potential ly appropria te calls on the
Departm ent's R & D budget. Program mes were
recomme nded on the basis that they would be
supporte d at minimum cost to the public funds
commen surate with consider ations of efficiency ,
effectiven ess and value for money.

2.

The renewab le energy research communi ty were
horrified. It had been assumed that there would be a
period for consultation. Thus Normal Bellamy of SEALanchest er · (involved with the 'Clam' wave energy
project) put it before the news finally leaked out:
Let us hope that Mr Nigel Lawson [the then Secretary of
State for Energy] rejects what the ACORD report says about
wave power and has the foresight to seize the opportunity
which wave energy offers. Uthe Government does not back
tlie development, there is a real danger that this British
project will be taken over and developed by other countries
- with the support of their Governments. (SEA-Lanchester
Wave Energy Brief' No. 12, 1982).

General Recomm endation s

( 11) Wave power: no new developm ent work on
wave power should be supporte d from the
Departm ent's R & D budget: however, a detailed
comparis on of the major systems was planned for
Septemb er 1982 when most of the present work is
schedule d for completio n . The existing contracts
should be allowed to run their courses . The results
from all the projects should be prepared for
publicatio n by the Departme nt. It was important, in
the Council's view, to present the results in a tidy
form so that the work supporte d to date would be
available to Governm ent and private sector should it
be decided to re-consid er the role of wave power in
the UK energy economy . If necessar y, limited funds
should be made available to support this activity. The
Council recomme nded that if the budget did not
permit both the existing contracts to run their course
and the results of the work to be prepared for
publicatio n, priority should be given to the latter.
Departm ent of Energy
27 April 1982

•

The news that the total budget had been established
long before the ACORD review emerged accidenta lly
at a conferen ce organised by the Institution of
Mechanic al Engineer s on 21 May in London. This was,
as one speaker noted, the first major gathering of
renewab le energy research ers since the ACORD
recomme ndations had been published. Accordin g to
Professor Brinkwor th of Cardiff Universit y Solar Centre
the recomme ndations were 'precipitous' and 'extreme',
while D. F. Taylor of the British Wind Energy
Association saw them as 'premature'.
Brinkwor th added that he hoped the Secretary of
State would adopt a more flexible and enlighten ed
approach - and not accept what he saw as ACORD's
'bad advice'.
At this point an understa ndably somewhat
tremulous Departm ent of Energy spokesman stood up
and told the audience that in fact the decision had
already been taken. The £11-12 million ceiling had
been set long before ACORD's review and the
Departm ent would shortly be announcing specific
program me budgets.
It transpire d that the decision to reduce overall
spending to £11-12 million, since 'it will not be
possible to insulate this area from the savings the
Governm ent are making in public expenditu re' had
been first disclosed - but not widely apprecia ted - in
a parliame ntary answer on 31 March, and repeated on
17 May 1982, when Mr Mellor (then Secretary of State
for Energy) added that the ACORD recommendations
were 'acceptab le to the Departme nt [of Energy]'.

Subsequ ently in June 1982, Mellor outlined the
specific 198V83 budgets - £1 million for solar, £3
million for geotherm al hot dry rocks, £¾ million for
aquifers, £3.2 million for wind and £3 million for
'completi ng' the wave-po wer work (concludi ng
evaluations and writing up results).
He added 'no new developm ent work will be
initiated' on wave power, and that the active solar and
biomass program mes were to be cut. (Tidal power,
was not included in the ACORD review. Subsequently
£250 OOO was allocated for further desk studies on the
Severn Barrage - matched by the same amount from
industry. )
At a meeting in June 1982 of the all-party
Parliame ntary Liaison Group for Alternativ e Energy
Strategies (which as noted earlier provides a forum for
MPs and the renewab le energy research community
to discuss policy). Mr Mellor, facing a somewhat
hostile audience, outlined the rationale for the cuts as
follows:
The decision I announced in the House on 17 May in no way
constitutes a termination of work on renewables [ .. .] Rather,
this is a decision to move on in our programme by
concentrating our efforts on the most promising
technologies. This has been inherent in all our work since
the programme began seven years ago - sooner or 1ater th?
field would have to be narrowed down.
But he didn't Jet ACORD off the hook too easily:
Our economic policy requires that we impose constraints on
public expenditure. But the fact that these constraints led us
to conclude that departmental funds for renewables R & D
would probably be limited to £11-12 million a year for the
next few years did not restrict ACORD in making its
recommendations. The council was at liberty to recommend
that this sum was clearly inadequate for the maintenance of a
proper programme. It decided however that these funds
were sufficient to conduct the proposed work on more
promising technologies at the pace considered appropriate
at this time. (David Mellor, then Secretary of State for
Energy, PARLIGAES meeting, 29 June, 1982).

Faced with what might be seen as a fait accompli
there was little the renewab le energy research
communi ty could do but complain.
The bulk of their criticism subseque ntly moved
from the 'public handling' of the news about the
decision and on to the internal assessment procedur es
ACORD had used.
It was widely remarke d that it was strange that
the ETSU program me managers had, evidently for the
first time, been excluded from the ACORD meeting.
Clive Grove Palmer, the ETSU wave-po wer
program me manager, subseque ntly took 'early
retiremen t' at least in part because he was, he said,
'fed up' with the way in which the programm e had
been handled (Enginee ring Today, 3 May, 1982),
although he insisted that he was 'not walking out in a
huff'.
The wave-po wer research ers themselves were
particula rly incensed when it became clear that what
they alleged to be inaccurat e and out of date unit cost
estimates had been used.
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ETSU'S 'R13' AND 'R14' REPORTS
The focus of the reaction to the ACORD review
then moved to the confidential ETSU background
documentation.
Initially the Secretary of State for Energy had
refused to make these internal reports public. But after
repeated calls, a report (ETSU Rl3) was eventually
released in November 1982.
The first ETSU report, Rl3, and a subsequent report,
Rl4 (released shortly after), proved to be a mine of
useful information - ETSU had done a considerable
amount of interesting work. For example Rl3
developed on EP39's long range estimates of future
potential contributions from each source based on the
estimated scale of the resource, and also provided unit
cost estimates. Csee Table) . On-land wind and tidal
power emerge as front runners in Category A (which
Rl3 labelled as 'strongly placed'), wave power being
relegated to Category D (1ong shots'), along with
active solar power.
Rl3 puts it as follows:
Wave power is likely to be economic only in those futures
more favourable to renewable energy technologies [ ... ]
Although wave power could just be economically
acceptable at the bottom of its estimated cost range .. . other
electricity generating sources ... are consistently more
a!ttactive when analysed under the same circumstances.

TECHNOLOGICAL PROGRESS
FROM 1983 ONWARDS
From 1983 onwards - following the ACORD reviewthe emphasis shifted to the wind, tidal and geothennal
progranunes.
Wave-power research, however, was hard hit by
the cut-backs. As we have noted some £15 million had
been allocated to wave-power research by 1982, with
funding rising to a 'high' of £4.4 million in 1981/82 - 30%
of total government expenditure on renewables - only
to be cut back dramatically (down to £400000 by
1984/85) following the ACORD review. The cut-backs
had a dramatic effect on the wave-energy research
community. Most device teams had to reduce
manpower and scale down operations considerably.
Some, like Wavepower Ltd. in Southampton, gave up
entirely. But despite these funding setbacks, some
wave-power research continued. An optimistic
interpretation might be that the remaining teams were
now 1eaner and fitter'. The emphasis shifted from
large gigawatt-scale deep-sea systems to smaller
in-shore coastal units for isolated island communities
(see Michael Flood's, 'The troughs and crests of wave
energy', CME. June 1985). However they were
competing with Japan and Norway who have made
fairly rapid progress in this field - and Britain seemed
to be losing the lead. Perhaps inevitably then, the
wave-power issue remained firmly on the political
agenda - as the next section illustrates.
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THE SELECT COMMITTEE REPORT
AND THE WAVE-POWER DEBATE
in 1984, the all-party House of
Conunons Select Committee on Energy reported in
fairly critical terms on the energy R & D programme. It
included a review of the progress and potential of the
various wave-power devices which differed strongly
with the official view:
.. . When the Department of Energy's wave-energy
programme began in 1976 the objective was to identify the
size of the resource through a series of supporting studies
and R & D on four competing systems - the Salter Duck, the
Cockerell raft. the Russell Rectifier and the NEL Oscillating
Water Column. The emphasis was on paper and laboratory
feasibility studies. but all concerned knew that real
knowledge could be gained only from sea trials. The object
from the outset, therefore, was to select the most promising
devices and test reasonable scale versions at sea. The
programme has strong support from two Chief Scientists
(Sir Walter Marshall and Sir Herman Bondi) and the
chairman of the Wave Energy Steering Committee (Dr F.
Clarke). Consulting engineers were retained to improve
knowledge of device efficiency and capital and operating
costs.
ACORD reviewed the programme in 1978 and 1979 and
advised the programme team 'of the importance which the
Council (ACORD) attached to a sea trial near full-scale.'
The next objective for the programme team was to
reduce the generation costs lo !Op/kWh or below. In June
1980 they were asked by ACORD to select the most
promising devices and to identify one to be taken to sea
trials. In March 1981, ACORD set the team a deadline of
March 1982 to select a prototype device and to halve
the cost target from !Op to 5p/kW. In anticipation of the
19 March 1982 meeting of ACORD, the programme team
prepared a further set of cost estimates and recommended a
further 12 months work to finalise details of the prototype for
sea trials. Unlike all previous ACORD meetings at which
renewables R. D & D had been discussed, the programme
managers were excluded (by the Chief Scientist) from this
meeting. At that stage, the device teams were close to the
5plkWh target and some thought they could achieve a lower
figure. However, at around the same time, ETSU had advised
ACORD that unless wave energy could achieve under
4plkWh it 'did not match in with what the system needed.'
The Department issued a Press Release on 27 April
1982 formally announcing i.ts decision, on the advice of
ACORD, sharply to reduce funding for the wave-energy
programme, although ETSU's analysis (on which ACORD's
recommendation was allegedly based) was not released
unW December 1982. The result was that £15 million had
been spent abortively with the object of undertaking sea
trials near full-scale, the projects then considered to hold the
greatest promise were run down, the sea trials were not
undertaken, and the only remaining parts of the waveenergy programme were two devices previously considered
to be the higher cost ones and which were still at the smallscale laboratory stage.

The evidence on the wave energy programme hardly
inspires confidence in the Department's sponsorship of
renewable energy R D & D, for the following reasons:
(a) Despite it being obvious to all concerned from the outset
that not much of value could be learned without sea trials on
a reasonable scale, none have taken place:

(b) The Department's enthusiasm for wave energy was
apparently beginning to wane in the early 1980s, but the
situation changed suddenly in early 1982. As ACORD's
deliberations remain secret, we merely point to the fact that

ETSU'S 'R13'

Table

S ~ categorisation of renewable energy technologies
···-·- --·-- B

A

Passive solar space
heating
Geothermal aquifers

/feat producers

Electricity producers

Onshore wind

D
Active solar space
heating

Geothermal (2)
hot dry rocks
Wave

Small scale (I)
hydro
Offshore wind

Tidal

Fuel producers

C
Solar water heating

Small scale
wind (3)
Biofuels:
anaerobic
digestion
of vegetable
wastes;
thermal
processing

Biofuels:
combustion;
anaerobic
digestion
of animal
wastes

- - --· ····--- -·- · - - - - - -- -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Category A includes technologies that are economically attractive now or in the near future and for which a route to their
exploitation, without too ~erious difficulty, can be envisaged. Category B technologies are also economically attractive but
there may be factors rrullgatmg against market uptake. Category C technologies are generally further away from the
deployment stage. They might be less cost effective than competing renewable energy technologies or they might only be
cost effective at a future date._ Improvements in the cost or performance resulting from further R & D may improve the
e gory D covers technologies which the analysis shows may be cost effective only under
prospects for such technologies. Cat_
with very high costs of conventional energy) and in the very long term. In some cases
(i.e.
crrcumstances_
the most favourable
(I) little further R & DIS requued, mothers much further information is required on the technology (2) or on the market
features (3) before an adequate assessment of the potential is possible.

Electricity production'ultimate potentials as a
percentage of current annual electricity consumption.
off-shore wind
on-shore wind
tidal (all sites)
wave power

50% (149 TWh per annum)
20% (50TWh per annum)
15% (13TWh per annum)
25% (66 TWh per annum)

small wind

10% (2500 TWh per annum
over 100 years)
10% (25 TWh per annum)

micro-hydro

I% ( 1.8 TWh per annum)

geothermal hot rocks

Unit costs!
pence per kWh

Heat production'ultimate potential
in mice per annum

3.1-7

Solar

1.9-4.3

passive 3
active 4

2.8--3. l
4-12
4-5.2

Biofuels
vegetable 3-4
3
animal
!henna! processing 5
(methanol
combustion of refuse 12--14
others 5

Geothermal
aquifer 0.5--1.5
the ultimate potenllals cited here are the technically feasible potential contributions leaving aside economic
and envirorunental constraints.

(Abstracted from ETSU Rl3 (1982))

- 9 there was a new Secretary of State (Mr Nigel Lawson) who
was known to be eager to reduce public expenditure , that
two known supporters of wave energy (Sir Herman Bondi
and Dr F Clarke) had recently left the scene, and that there
was a new Chief Scientist (Dr Challis).
( c) In slashing the wave energy programme , the
Departmen t - and, by implication. ACORD - allegedly used
the argument that wave energy could not meet a specific
cost target, when neither they nor anyone else was in a
ix:,s1tion to know whether thlS was the case or not. The whole
reason for embarking on the programme was to create an
option for a future in which energy prices might be
considerab ly higher than today (the 'insurance' argument.)
There is no evidence that the Department has ever assessed
the much larger expenditure s on the fast breeder reactor
and fusion research against a similarly stringent cost
criterion - certainly not at such an early stage in their
developmen t.
(d) It has been the Department 's avowed aim to be in a
position to decide in 1985 which renewable energy options
to carry forward to prototype developmen t. Wave energy,
previously the Department 's favourite horse, was effectively
withdrawn before the race began. In consequence, we
doubt whether a competent project team could now be
re-assembl ed without great difficulty to pursue the work
vigorously from where it was left in 1982.
If there was any truth in earlier assertions that with
wave ix:,wer Britain was leading the world in a new
technology with exciting prospects, that claim now has a
hollow ring. We withhold judgement about the Department's
current enthusiasm for wind energy, but note that the
Departmen t and ETSU (and, by implication, ACORD)
attached the lowest priority to wind energy not many years
ago. We are driven to the same view as the former Select
Committee on Science and Technology - that the
renewables R D & D programme has not been carried
forward with the commitmen t and consistency which the
objectives required. Ten years have slipped by since the
1973--74 'oil shock' and there is little progress to show as far
as renewable energy sources are concerned. (Select
Committee on Energy, 1984)

Clearly the Select Committee were less than happy
with the way the review had been conducted ... and
implied that wave power could have been found to be
viable if given a reasonable chance. This is clearly a
matter of opinion: the official view may well turn out to
be correct. (After all the claims made by the device
teams are likely to be somewhat more optimistic than
those produced by independe nt assessors.) But an
obvious question which arises (assuming one accepts
this type of criticism) is: why was wave power so
harshly treated? It could be simply that the
Department received bad advice or that the
uncertainties were, genuinely, large. But several
commentators have pointed out that when nuclear
power was at a similar stage of development (in the
1950s) the unit cost uncertainties were similarly large
and yet the nuclear programme was pursued with
considerab le vigour.
Either way, the device teams had been in a
difficult position. Some commentators have argued that
part of the problem was the undue sense of urgency

- 10 that prevailed: the rival device teams evidently felt
they were in a race to get cost estimates down
sufficiently to justify continued funding. They were
clearly right! But this did not necessarily lead to good
engineering. After all there was in reality no real
urgency: theoretical and tank studies could have been
spread over several years before going to sea with
prototypes. However, testing a working prototype at
sea obviously had attractions in terms of political
expediency!
Time pressures like this are obviously just some
of the problems facing innovators working, inevitably,
in an uncertain technical and financial environment.
But the researchers clearly felt their problems were
not eased by the way the assessment had been
performed , or by the way the programme had been
managed. As one researcher, Stephen Salter
commented, somewhat bitterly, before the ACORD
decision:
I am sure that many people engaged in the work whether
from device teams, consultants or administration will agree

with me when I ix:,int out that improvemen ts could be made
to the administrati ve machinery. So much of it seems
designed to delay and demoralise. (Salter, 1981)

Another had put his criticisms of the wave-energy
steering group's activities even more bluntly,
suggesting that the researchers were often kept 'in the
dark' so that they 'did not know which way they were
steered'. (Quoted in Eclipse of the Sun?, Friends of the
F.arth, 1982).

THESECONDACORDRE~EW
Recommendations resulting from the review carried
out by ACORD emerged in June 1985, and a
Government response was made in July. There were
few surprises - on-land wind, tidal and geothermal
were seen as 'promising'. Some biofuels and passive
solar were 'attractive'; active solar, off-shore wind and
photovoltaics as 1ong shots' - but wave power was
finally rejected.
The ACORD recommendations were based on
ETSU's 'R30' overview report 'Perspectives for the
exploration of the renewable energy technologies in
the United Kingdom' (produced by the Chief
Scientist's Group).
F.ach technology is assigned to one of three broad
categories:
• economically attractive,
• promising, but uncertain,
• long shots.
R30 commented:
Wave-ener gy converters and active solar space heating
are examples of 1ong shots'. Under the future fuel price
assumptions of the Departmen t of Energy's 1982 Energy
Projections, these technologies would be expected on
economic grounds to make no significant contribution to UK
energy supplies in the foreseeable future. A technical
breakthroug h could change this position.

Sub6equently, RE News (October 1985) added that:
ACORD considered that the 1ong shot' category should be
further divided into those technologie s where benefit might
be obtained, from maintaining a minimum level of R & D with
the necessary internationa l collaboration, i.e. the real 1ong
shots', and into those where effort should be limited simply
to keeping up to date with progress elsewhere and on
which. otherwise, expenditure should cease completely the 'rejects'.

ACORD recommen ded that wave power should be
relegated to this latter category and that the current
geothermal aquifer programm e should be wound up.
The Parliamentary Under Secretary of State, David
Hunt, in a statement in the House of Commons in July
1985 in response to a parliamentary question,
confirmed that he had 'accepted ACORD's advice to
discontinue work on wave power and geothermal
aquifers in order to concentrate resources on more
promising technologies'
Overall, this second review created somewhat
less of a public debate than the first, although the final
rejection of wave power did generate considerable
disquiet within the renewable energy research
community especially given the fact that the
Norwegians at this point were commissioning a small
(500 kW) shore-based wave-pow er unit, with
estimated unit costs of only 3.4p/kWh, compared to the
9-I5p/kWh estimate, albeit for large deep-sea
systems, in R30. This estimate in return was much
higher than the 4-12p/kW h given in the ETSU's
'Strategic review of the renewable energy
technologies' (Rl3).
1n R30, however, ETSU comments that 'the
probability of achieving a cost lower than 9p/kWh is
small' and adds 'although costs of 5c-6p/kWh have
been claimed for some devices so far these are
unsubstantiated.'
The debate on estimated costs for wave power
continues ...

THEHOUSEOFCOMMONSDEBATE
A half-day debate on alternative
was held on 25 October 1985 in the
energy
of
sources
House of Commons.
The conservative MP,
Tony Speller, then chairman of the Parliamentary
Alternative Energy Group insisted:
[ ... ]we must return and consider the Norwegian
experiment . which uses British technology. It is too easy to
say that it is a long shot and we should forget it. An island
nation which has tidal water flowing to and fro, hydroix:,we r
and other sources of water should not write off wave ix:,wer.
as a long shot. There is fantastic ix:,wer available.

Alex F.adie (Labour) commented that 'backing
only winners in research and development is a
contradiction in terms . . . There will be losers in
research and development'. He called instead for
'technological pluralism'

Malcolm Bruce, of the Liberal/SOP Alliance,
invoked the conspiracy theory. 'It seems that there is a
conspiracy afoot to prevent the full-scale development
of alternative sources of energy.'
1n all there were twelve contributions from all
sides of the House many of them sharply critical of the
Government's handling of the wave-power decision.
According to F.adie: 'the decision was a blunder and
the Government are in danger of making themselves
look foolish.'
Bruce commented:
Those who have received representat ions from people
involved in the wave programme will have been struck by
the degree of bitterness with which they have greeted the
cut in that programme , not to mention the bitterness they
feel about the way in which they are judged by comparison
with the conventiona l and established forms of energy
renewal, both in terms of expected rates of return and the
amount of investment that they are allowed to use to ·
overcome their problems. Just when they think that they are
getting there, the funding is cut from under them and the
opportunity to go ahead with something with real potential is
closed off

CONCLUSIONS
Asswning a relatively small budget at a phase when
several programmes could conceivably expand
rapidly, there would obviously be conflicts - and the
need for choices to be made.
Of course some critics argue that the process of
convergence - choosing which technologies to focus
on, and which to ignore - had been carried out at too
early a stage, before the options had been properly
explored, with wave power being the obvious
example.
But assuming choices did have to be made, the
question then becomes: were these choices made
fairly? Some would judge that on purely technical or
economic grounds. Others would apply strategic
'political' criteria, such as employment implications Britain's shipyards could benefit from work on wavepower systems construction. Others again might be
inclined to see 'deviousness' in the handling of the
ACORD decision and the renewables programme in
general: they might ask whether wave power was 'set
up' only to be knocked down so as to discredit
renewables generally, thus reflecting the
Government's basic disinterest in renewables? This
view has certainly been forcefully put by one
commentator, David Ross, a journalist who has taken a
particular interest in wave power.
For example, giving evidence to the Sizewell 'B'
public inquiry (Day 313, 17 January 1985) Ross quoted
from a leaked CEGB internal memorandum (the
Times, 11 April 1978) produced in 1978 which
commented that:
Studies have shown that apart from limited special
applications, the use of renewable energy sources for
electricity generation is likely to be less economic than
nuclear ix:,wer. Nevertheles s, it is imix:,rtant to explore these
alternatives in order both to satisfy ourselves that nuclear
expansion is fully justified, and to demonstrate this to others,
since groups opposing nuclear expansion have made
substantial progress in the past few years.
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Ross interpr eted this as indicati ng an intention to
conduct what he called a 'spoiling operation' on the
renewa bles - with wave power being set up only to
be knocke d down.
Whethe r or not you accept conspiracy theories ·
What seems to emerge from this situation is an
md1cal1or1 of the up-hill struggl e likely to be faced by
any new set of technologies attempting to break into a
well established field, unless it has powerf ul corporate
or Governmental supporters or can clearly
demonstrate its superio rity over what already exists,
without such support.

Perhaps the last word in this review should go to
one of the researchers, Stephen Salter, who, in a
paper on wave power to the Royal Society of Arts in
1981, gave some impression both of his view of the
obstacles to progres s and some hint of the
environmental conviction which underpins much
enthusiasm for renewa bles:
We are attempt ing to change a status quo which is
buttressed by prodigio us investments of money and power
and professional reputation. For 100 years it has been easy
to burn and pollute. JOO years of tradition cannot be swept
away without a struggle . The nearer renewab le energy
technologies get to success, the harder that struggle
become s.
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AFTERWORD

In produc ing this study I have drawn extensively on
the files of NA'IT A - the Networ k for Alterna tive
Technology and Technology Assessment - of which I
am an active member, and I have had the benefit of
contributions and comments from several other

NA'ITA membe rs.

THE BRmSH GOVERNMENT'S
RENEWABLE ENERGY R & D
PROGRAMME 1974-aS
• Dave Elliott T362 Block 4
The Open Universi ty Press

I should point out that I have only used publish ed
material in compil ing this case study. I have not
looked 'behind the scenes' at the informal processes
that presumably have gone on. For an intrigui ng
account of the latter in the case of the develo pment of
wave power, see David Ross, Energy from the waves,
Pergamon, 1981 (2nd edn.). More recent
developments have been covered in the Open
University Approp riate Technology Group's reports on
the two Wave Energy' seminars it organised in 1983
and 1984.

Natta

this case study is
based on

Dave Elliot t

append ice•,
rt is being publishe d, together with some addition al
in the NATTA

Report

availabl e to a wider audience -

aeries in order to make it
Like all NATTA Discussi on papers

us
i t provides an opportun ity to discuss wider more contentio
issues t han arc covered in our Newslett er.

I

As such it should no

r

course the Open
be t.aken to represen t the views of NATrA, (or of

Universi ty) but only those of the author.

L- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- - June

1987

Since Norway launched the Ji.r~ wave
power station.; ( SOO kW t 350kW) in
Novemb er 191!5, thres\ units have been
ordcr~d by oversea~ .::us11,mer&. Ponugal
1s buying an oscillati ng watercu lumn, in
which the rise and fall oflhe waves drive~
a bubble of air through a Wells turbine,
tor use on the Azores: lndont."Sia is buying
,t Tapchan , which is likely to be used on
the island of Bali; and, the USA ha~
dec_ided 10 construc t a 2 MW Tapchan ,
which will be construc ted on the north
coast of Pueno Rico . This lauer order is
seen by the Norwcgia11s as a significa nt
breakthr ough into the.: America n markl\l,
with cnonnou s potcmial for future expon
trade .
The units 1;ir Ponugal and Indonesi a
are likrly to be in the 1-1.5 MW range.
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Britain is very well placed to exploit natural energy
sources. The UK has some of the world's best wind,
wave and tidal energy resources, together with
significant potential for power to be generated from
direct and indirect solar, biomass, water power and
(non-renewa ble) geothermal energy. Taken together
the ultimate technical potential - the theoretically
possible total contribution - has been put (by Dr J. K.
Dawson of ETSU) at up to 200 million tons of coal
equivalent per annum, assuming, that is, that all or
most of Britain's renewable options were successfully
developed. This total is about as much as we obtain
from North Sea oil and gas at present.
In terms of electricity supplied to the national
grid, ETSU's 1982 report 'Strategic review of
renewable energy technologies' (Rl3) estimated the
following long-term technically possible
contributions:•
20% of current electricity demand
On-land wmd
Off-shore wind

50% of current electricity demand

Wave power

25% of current electricity demand
15% of current electricity demand

Wave: Professor Peter Chapman of the Open
University Energy Research Group estimated that by
2025 the UK could obtain up to 120 mtce from wave
power systems - a figure derived from a CEGB
assessment (Chapman, 1977).
P Chapman Alternative Energy Sources rn Nuclear Power and
the Energy Future proceedings of Royal Jnstltution Forum.
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, Possible energy supply from alternative sources by
2000 AD (official estimates)
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Solar: space heating
water heating
biomass fuel
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Tides
Wind

Geothermal
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Energy Commission (1977), Energy Commission
Paper l.

,

*0.S

0.8
3.3

1.3

Solar

l

Total
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HMSO.

Data from Energy Commission Paper 1

Wind

- - -40-80mtce

ETSU EP39 (1979), 'Energy Technologies for the UK
( 1987)', Energy Paper 39, ETSU/Department of Energy

0.3

0.6
3.0

by ZOOOAD

Tides

tfitimate potentlil of renewahles (EP39 uses the
phrase 'potential ultimate market'. Source: EP39. 1979.

Geothermal
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0.3
1.8
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--------- ------~
estimates of the potential
of renewables

ETSU Rl3 (1982), 'Strategic review of renewable
energy technologies', Report no. 13, Energy
Technology Support Unit (ETSU), Department of
Energy, HMSO.

Wind

Wind
Wave
Geothermal
aquifer..
Geothermal
hot dry rocks

*Includes energy conservation Research and Development.
(S0111'ce: Department of Energy).

constrain IS'.

Waves
Tides
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1975-76 1976--77lm-781978-791979-801980-811981-821982-831983-841984-851985-86

Wave Power
'Wave Power constitutes a major potential, as the
Committee concluded, for large-scale electricity
generation, provided the considerable technical
problems can be overcome and economic viability
can be established . Progress in the wave power
programme which was launched in 1976 has been
encouraging . Of the devices under laboratory
examination, work on two has already advanced from
small-scale laboratory tests to trials at one-tenth
scale in open water, on Loch Ness and Solent. ·

• These figures are the 'maJClffium technical potential contnbut1on
(not allowing for economic or envuonmental constraints)' as Rl3 puts
it m the case of wave power; although the off-shore wind estimate is
seen as 'allowing for some but not all economic and environmental

I0-20mtce
60 (but only 15 mice
as useful fuel)
10-40mtce
4-!0mtce (Severn)
2-3 mtce (others)
land based up to lOmtce
Coastal up to 5 mice
offshore 10-20 mice
Several tens of mtce

AP~ENDIX

Departmen t of Energy Expenditur e in £Mon
Renewable Energy Research and D eve Iopment

The White Paper on alternative sources represented
the [Labour] Government's reply to the Third and
Fourth Reports from the Select Committee on
Science and Technology, Session 1976-77.

Tidal power
Geothermal hot rock 10% of current electricity demand

·- - -··- - · -- ------- - - - - - -

I

1978 White Paper
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Solar space heating
Solar wate r healmg
Vegetable fuel

14 -

mtce per annum

3
3

411

19

4.7

Japan

1446

83

5.8

us

2359

239

10.2

CEC

409

45

11.1

Norway

24

3

12. 4

Denmark

12

3

25.0

Sweden

110

33

30.0

3

up to 15
up to 10
up to 8
up to4

------ -----------

Total

46

Source: Government Green Paper, Energy policy: a consultative
documen( Cmnd 7101. February 1978.
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I
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1982/3
/983/4
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203-8

/984/5

1985/6

196·2

189·6
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Tliis pop,r was ori1tinolly p"s,nt•d to 1h11 Wov11 En•l1lY Gro11p of 1h11 Op11n Univ11rsity.
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4. £TSU Rl4: "Contribution of Renewable Energy Technologies to Future Energy

Requirements"

This Report by the Chief Scientist's Group is yet wor..e. Any assessment of the
contribution from renewables will rest largely on a comparison between their likely costs and
the costs of established sources such as coal and nuclear. This report consider.. a range of
scenarios with varying cost forecasts for the established sources; yet for the renewables,
where costs are in most cases less easy to forecast, they use a single set of estimates. This
clearly makes for an inadequate investigation. This statistical ifliteracy: a lack of plain
commonsense when assessmg uncertainties: is very worrying, particularly in a Chief
Scientist's Group which one would expect to be of high calibre.
S1ill wor.;e, the single estimate which they use for each renewable is the arithmetic mean
tif the highest and lowe~t values qu<,ted in the "Strategic Review". This assumption (which is
hidden in Para 190 on page 70 of the report) makes little sense for any of the renewables, but
is particularly nonsensical for wave energy.
for waves, the range givt:n in the "Stra1<.:gic Review" was4 to 12 pence/kWh; the width of
this range was mainly due to differences between designs , with the most economical designs
.:stimated at abnut 4 pence, the least was at about 12. (It is worth noting that one of the
latter. the NEL desi~n. is now being supported by the Dept of Industry with £JOO.CJ() for a
kasibility study; this suggests that the DTl agree that RPT's figures may be pessimistic as
estimates for the eventual cost of wave power.)
Thus the Chief Scientist's Group simply took Bp/kWh as the definitive cost of wave
power dc:viccs. Presumably if a design producing free electricity had been among those
considered, wave power would still have been rejected as costing "on average" 6p/ kWh!
I hope no further comment is needed on this report.

Second Report from the

ENERGY COMMITIEE
ENERGY RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT
AND DEMONSTRATION IN THE
UNITED KINGDOM
APPENDIXJ

:

The Assessment of Wave Power by the Department of Energy
Paper by Dr Denis Mollison of Heriot-Watt University & Edinburgh W3\'e Po"·er Project'

5. RPT 's report

The current round of assessment of wave power by the Department of Energy differs fr0m
prt>vious rounds in two important ways. First, the cnteria for justif>·ing further support were
changed without warning to a direct comparison between estimated costs of different
renewable ene rgy sources: this is unsound both in theory (see Section I) and in practice
ISections 2-4). Secondly, the conduct of the assessment has been like something out of
':A.lice through the Looking Glass": the decisions were taken (early in 1982) before the
reports on which they were bas.:d had been carefully considered (see Sections 3 and 4) or in
th e case of the crucial consultant's report on Wave power, even written (see Section 5).
A~ might be expected from this, the Department of Energy's detailed report on the wave
energy programme 1976-82presen ts a pessimistic view of future prospects (see Section 6j. It
includes several clear instances of omission or distortion of facts which do not fit in with this
official pessimism.

·.·.·• .
. ·,··
·-:~.·-·.• . . ... . .

.

. .

,

.

: ..

.

6. The Dep1 of Energy's Wa~·e Energy re,·iew paper. /984 (in draft)
(a) Presentation is ludicrously pessimistic on occasion: for instance, it presents the
seaso nal variation in the resource so as to make it appear that the relatively l!l'eater wave
energy resource in winter is a bad thing !
· ,
(b) Comparati v.: costings use 1982 figures except for wave energy. where pessimistic 1984
figures (9p/kWh upwards) are used ; estimates for some other sources of energy have risen
significancly over this period.
(c) These 1984 figures omit the Duck, although the D of E are now conceding the
r<!liability argument , and should the refore allow a figure of at worst about Sp for the Duck.
(Other devices may be being similarly ill treated, but this is the example with which
I am best acquainted.)

2. Criteria for assessment
In December 1980 the UK wave energy community were set a target of Sp/ k Wh for the
next round of assessment. The cost referred to here is not what one might hope to achieve
ult imately, but a conservative estimate of the cost of a c urrent design. If this target were
achieved , it was promised that steady support for further work would follow.
However, the criteria actually adopted in March 1982 were quite different : cost estimates
were compared with those for other renewable energy technologies. These comparisons
were unsound in practice Isee Section 3), but why make them at all? Wave power is still at an
early stage, where indicati\'e costings (as defined in the previous paragraph) are usefu l, but
should not be confused with the limits of what may be achieved. which have clearly not yet
been reacheJ .
Research into the Fast Breedc:r and Fusion reactors is not judged in this way: the FBR will
not be economic until the next century, 11.hile fusion reactors are not even technically
f..:asible as yet. Nonetheless, they have steady support assured at a level far greater than the
entire budget for renewable energy technology.

7. Conclusions
The UK is one of a number of countries with a substantial wave power resource. It is
renewable, with few environmenta l problems. We cannot yet predict how cheaply it can be
harnessed, but there is quite a good chance that it will be economic.
The UK still has a world lead in wave power research. For this to be maintained requires a
research programme with steady support, at around £1m per annum, for a number of years,
building up to a prototype (costing of the order of £10m) if and when a design of sufficient
economic and technical promise is ready (5-15 year.. . ?). It also requires that the
Government stops knocking wave power: the removal of control from the so-called Energy
Technology Support Unit at Harwell would be a powerful mor.tle boost for the wave energy
community.

3. £TSU R I.?: "Strategic Revieh· of the Renewable Energy Technologies"
A hasic flaw in this paper is the claim that the various electricity producing renewabl es
have been compared on a common basis , and that it is quite clear-cut that wave power is the
most expensive (see Para 29 on page 20) .
Fir..t, th e claim that they have been assessed on a comparable basis is simply untrue. Wave
power has always had its costs assessed by the Department of Energy's civil engineering
consultants, Rendel , Palmer & Tritton, and it is not fair to compare them with estimates
prepared on a quiie different basis. For instance, the wind energy section includes estimates
by a large US company hoping to open up a market for its produce; it is easy to guess that
such estimates would be multiplied by two or three if subjected to RPT's pessimistic
scrutiny.
Secondly, the ranges of costs quoted overlap, so that even if they are accepted, the
repo rt's conclusion that wave power is definitely the most expensive is incorrect.

.

... ~
~·'1#• ·1· 1""
'
The recommendat ion in the "Strategic Review" to cut wave power.funding
l;we_j~:was
approved by ACORD in March JCJ82 , was a provisional recommendati on ("i_
t"'isc'.stroiigty
recommended that no decisions arc made before the detailed device cost reviC'\V bas been
completed'', Para 246, page 100). However, now that the device cost review if completed, we
find (Para 9.2 of RPT's report on the Duck) : "As a result of the economic predictions of
earlier assessments. wave energy is no longer considered to be a priority area for UK R&D,
and in this situation it is difficult h) see any way forward for this device". One cannot but
adm ire this neat device whereby each party passes the buck to the other-it is worthy of the
Red Queen in Lewis Carroll's "Through the Looking Glass".

I. Introduction

from

a seminar on Wave Energy organise d by the Alterna tive

Technolo gy Group and held at the Open Univers ity on 29 June 1983.
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Charter for

Renewable energy
the UK total primary energy requirement s , in the form of heat, while
geothermal sources might well supply up
to IOOJo of our electricity .

Britain has amongst
the world's best wind, wave and tidal
energy potential - and an industrial
infrastructure well suited to the
development of the necessary energy
conversion technologies. So says the
CHARTER FOR RENEWABLE
ENERGY, calling for serious investment in these fields. An edited version of the charter follows.
s North Sea oil and gas reserves are
depleted , the renewable resources
co uld take o ver with the money
earnt from North Sea oil and gas being used to help to move towards a sustainable
energy econ o m y, based on a diverse range
o f secure. indi gen o us and non -pollu ting
energy so urces.
Sen s ibly targeted investment in
renewa ble e ner gy projects can ensure that
employment is creat ed in j ust those areas
and regions hard est hit b y the recession c .g. ,hipbuilding (wave p ower), aerospace
(wind), po wer engineering (tidal).
Such a programme will take tim e to
develop and complete - and it will have
to be integrated with programmes of in vestm e nt in energy conse rvati o n, and th e
ener gy effi cient and en viro n men tally
sound exploitation of ou r remaining fo ssi l
fuel s.
Clearly, coal will and sh o uld remain our
major energy so urce into the far futur e with effi c ien cy of use improved through
the adoptio n of c ombined heat and
power. Flue gas scrubbers and fluid ised bed combustion techniques are necessary
10 redu..:c acid pollution .
But renewables can begin to make a n
imp or 1a n1 co ntri b ut ion imm edia tel y
more nc.: cc,sary If I he developmen t of
nuclea r po wer i, further co nstrained .

The next stage

A

Renrwable targrls
The fPll l,win g i, a reasona ble . rea list i<.:
set of ta rget~ f\,r 111..: U ~ govern ment ewer
the ne, 1 dc, adl':
2GW* of inslalled on-land wind lurbine
capacil~·. in "wind fa rms". feed ing t ht·
National C. irid . ll<"nkn , a nd the W ind
Energy <.iwup 111 the LI~ ma nufa , tun:
suitahlc ,ys t..: m, "hi..:h arc alrt·ad \' hl' ing
used in the U S'\ . There a 1,,1 a l ,,f 1. 2(,\\'
ha s alrca d\' hcc:n in ,1 alkd. ~()01\J\\'•
within nn c ·vca r. rh t·r, \\ P1ild a l,n h,· :tn
impnrtanl r;,k fpr , malk 1. in,kp..:nd,·11 1.
wind tu r hint'' ill l't'n\l 1(c' ;u,·a,. ,, r r,, r
agrinilt u1 al u,c .
t 'k;1 r h ,. ll ,11 ,,ll n1t·lll :il t.1,1,,,, "il l 11,·,·d
h,· , ., n, id,-r ,·d 1,u1 " i11dp,,\\ t'I' 1, ,· ur
J't' lllh 1llll' ,, t 111,· 1111"1 t'chl -df,·,ti\t'
111t·ai1 , pf l!t·11 ,·1.11ill ~ t'k, 11 i,i 1, . Furl ht-r
rt·wart·h , l;n11ld i111pn",· rt'iiaJ,ilit, a nd
per f, ,rn Jallt"l' .
SubSt·qut·ntly \\l' , hnuld in, 1all up 1,,
I<'

2(;W of ot'f-shon• wind-lurhinl' rapadl~.
Off-shore willd ,,,uld in print·ipk pm, idt·

JOHN ABERDEIN , PPC for Orkney and
Shetland (left), and MIKE MALINA , cochair, SERA, showing the way forward
from nuclear power at the site of the three
Megawatt Wind Generator, Burger Hill,
Orkney.
up to 500Jo of o ur current el ectrici ty reat competit ive p rices!
A commitment to one or more tidal
barrages, w ith the Severn or M ersey
Estuaries bei ng perh a ps the m ost o bvious
sites . Both could easily be completed by
the ye ar 2000. H owever the envi ron men ta l
impact of such sc hem es need s to be assessed in d etail.
The re are 11 possible sites for tida l bar rages with a total poten tial of som e 150Jo
of c ur rent UK elect rici ty requ irements.
Th e Severn Barrage wou ld be the largest
si ngle sc he m e (7G W insta ll ed, su p pl yin g
some 60Jo of 1h current U K electricit y require m ent), and also prom ises the
cheapest electricity (less than 3p per unit).
Ho we\'er thi s does 1101 include en, ironmental protection co,1s .
Re-fu nding o l' l he l 'K \\ an E ner1:~
Pro1:ra mmr "ii h at lca,1 £50 m illio n
a lltK,t!l'd immcdiatl.'iy 1,1 1he d..:, elt1pmen1
()f a 1111111bcr ,,f rull-,..:ak prototypl'
",1e111,. L..:adinl! ,on te nder, an: 1he
c·>snllari11~ II a1c,.-Co/1111111 , the Ring Clam
alld the Tapdw11. T h l' 0 \\ C a nd th e Ta p 1.·han m,· :Ii read , ,,p..:rat ing sut·,ess full y in
N,, r" :l\ .
O tht:r dt·, i,t·, "hi,h ar..: not yet at th i,
,1 a l!t' but '"'uld benefit from resrard1
ru1 ;di111! in,·lud..: tht· Salrer Duck. the
Hc//i1s,' Buen·. tht' J 'idl'f's Duer and the
Hrfs10/ C, ·/i;,der. Thi , programme cou ld
t·,pand r;;pidly ,ub,cque111ly an d lea d 10 a
,il!ll ifi,·;rnt ,,,n1ribu1io11 10 UK c lc..:tric ity
,1;pp lic, - 11 p Ill 25° ·0 of curre n t dema nd.
t:,p.rnded fu ndi ng for solar, bio fuel
and grolhrrmal dr,·elo pmen ts. Bi ofuels
a lld gc,,1 hcrn1a l energy rep rese nt amongs t
Brita in', la rgest po tentia l so u rces - w hile
1hc utili,a tion of d irect solar energy can
pl a y a ,ignificant role in fue l saving in
d nme,1 ic. industrial and comm er,ia l
build ings. The ultimate potent ia l of d irect
and indi re,t so lar h a, been put a t IC ?o o f

Obviously there are many a, yet
unresol ved environmental, technical and
institutional issues. These include public
and private sector roles, national and local
programmes, etc. Most important is the
creation of a positive climate for
renewable energy development s - with
some clear targets and a firm sense of purpose .
We suggest that a Renewable Energy
Agency, outside the Department of
Energy, but responsible to the House of
Commons via the Secretary of State for
Energy , be set up.
Thi s could sponsor research into environmental impacts; manage demonstration projects and technical research; examine institutional and other barriers to
th e implementation of renewable energy
techn o logies ; propose legislation to
remove such ba rriers .
Po ssib le 1 11,., for

s , t: lsh wi,.d. wa,.., .1n0 1\c~al
power ,ge,,cratlon

quirement s -

W e hope that the proposal s made in this
Ch a rter will inter est indu , 1ri al, en , iro nm1:ntal and po litica l o rgan isations,
an d will stimul a te t he ra p id d evelopment
o f what we belie ve are the e nerg y
tedrnologies of the futu re .

Readers interested in sponsoring the
Charter for Renewable Energy should
write to the Charter at 9 Poland St., London WlV 3DG .
*I l(iga,.al! (GW) = I million kilo\\llll, (kW)
- r nou gh po\\ rr lo kr rp onr million onr har
rlrrlric l'irrs burnin g.
* I mrg a,.al! (MW) = onr lhou,a nd kil,ma11, .

